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Lowcost Diagonal Fence Strainer
D.W. Mckenzie andW.F. Currier

Corner, line, and gate or fence end braces (or strainers)
are an important part of any fence. With the use of hightensile, smooth wire, these strainers are of even greater
importance because of the necessity of maintaining the
complete fence at the recommended tension. In recent
years, the horizontal fence strainer (Fig. 1), (or the double-
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FIg. 1. Horizontal, gate or fenceendstrainer.

FIg. 3. The use of one diagonal strainer for a cornerbrace on a
high-tensile, smooth-wire fence. In this design, the high-tensile,
smooth wire must bebent around the cornerandmust notbe tied
to the cornerpost. Also, thissinglestrainer couldbe undesirable
froma livestock standpoint. Cattle couldstraddle the brace orgo
on both sides and calves can go under the brace. If this is a
problem, use twodiagonal strainersrunning at the sameangle as
the fenceas shown in Fig. 5.

ofthecurrentlyusedtwohorizontal braces (asshown in Fig.
4). In designing and installing a diagonal brace or strainer,

horizontal fence strainer), has been accepted as the stand- several principles should be kept in mind.
ard and strongest fencestrainer design. However, another
1. Make the diagonal (horizontal as well) brace as long as
fence strainer design, known as a diagonal fence strainer possible.
(FIg. 2), isstructurally equal to the horizontal fence strainer,
PractIcallengthsfor compressIonmembersofdiagonal(orhorizontal) fence strainers.
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FIg. 2. Diagonal gate or fenceendstrainer.
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but ismuch lesscostlyto install. Itrequiresonelesspost and
20
only about half the labor to install as the horizontal fence
Diameterat center and straightlength assumed.
strainer. A diagonal fence strainer is equal in strength and
2. Be sure that the end of the diagonal brace in contact
holdingforce to a horizontal strainer. It has the same lifting
force on the corner postas a horizontal strainer of thesame with theground isfreeto moveforward and isnotblocked by
size. On a high-tensile, smooth-wire fence, one diagonal a stake or post.
The reason: Whentheend ofthediagonalbearsagainst
strainer (asshown in Fig. 3) canbe used foracorner in place
astake orpostandis notfreetomove,one-half totwo-thirds
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of the totalfence tension can be transmitted to the stake or
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Fig.4. Currently used horizontalstrainer corner brace whichcan be
replacedbyasingledjagonalstrainerorbytwodiagonalstrainers.
5. Two diagonalstrainer corner braces.
post. This reducesthe abilityof thestrainerto resist pullout Fig.
(failure).
3. The diagonal bracecanbear against the corner postin
any locationfromthe middle ofthe posttothetop. However,
probably the best placeto have the diagonal brace contact
the corner post is at the top.
The reason: The maximum bending moment of the
cornerpost (located at ground level wherethe bracewire is
attachedtothecornerpost) is thesamewhether thediagonal
brace bears at the top or middle of the corner post. The
loading in thediagonal brace(compression)and lowerbrace
wire (tension) will be double when thediagonal brace bears
against the middle of the corner post as compared to when
the diagonal brace bears against the top of the corner post.
In the diagonal strainer, when the diagonal brace bears Fig. 6. Use of two diagonal strainers for holding in soft soil. Also,
one horizontal and one diagonal strainer couldalso be used as
against thetop of the post, thetension forceinthewire brace
shown. Each ofthe diagonal strainers takes half ofthe tension in
is about equal to or a little less than the total tension in the
the fence; therefore, the fence must be tiedof at each diagonal
fence. The length of the diagonal has no effect on this tenstrainer.
sion force. In the horizontal strainer, thetension force inthe (tan means tangent)
wire brace is about equal to or a little more than the total
tension in the fence. The length of the top brace of the
horizontal strainer does affect and cause the tension force in
the wire brace of the horizontal strainer to vary, but only to a
Ti
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relatively limited amount (15 to25%). Thelongerthe horizontal strainer, the lower the tension force in thewirebrace.The
tension force of the wire brace of a horizontal strainer is
higher(by 5 to 15%) than the tension force ofthe wire brace
of a diagonal strainer of equal length.
4. When installing a diagonal strainer, the corner post
should besetfirst,then thediagonal braceinstalled, then the
bottomholdingwire brace installed, and then the wires attached and tensioned. Ifthisprocedure isfollowed, the lower
wire brace will not haveto be twisted to tighten.
5. Thediameterofthecorner postused should be as large
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as possible.

6. Ifone diagonal strainer will not holdthefence tension,a
seconddiagonal strainer should be installed as shownin Fig.
6, with each strainer taking halfthe tension of the fence.
in examining the diagonal and horizontal strainer, it may,
at first, be very difficult to realize that these two strainer
arrangements are structurally equal. However, upon complete examination and the determining of the forces in each
of these structures, it will be found that the reaction of the
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FIg. 7. Reactionof the ground on horizontalanddiagonal strainers.

ground on the strainer is the same (see Fig. 7). These reactions are a force (F1) horizontal to the ground (below the
ground) pushing on thecorner post inreaction tothetension
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Diagonal fence strainer supporting asix-wireelectric fenceusinghigh-tensile smooth wirein asheep pastureowned by BillyHardman
near Missoula,Mont. Photo taken in Sept. 1983. This exampleis similar to Fig. 3.

in the fence. A second force (F2) is an upward force on the straineror diagonal strainer, the greater this force (F3) can
end ofthe diagonal brace resting on the ground, and also an be. By making the diagonal as long as possible or, for that
upward force (F2) on the second post of the horizontal matter,thetop ofthe horizontal strainer as long as possible,
strainer. There is also a downward-pulling force (F3) exerted the force tending topullthecorner postoutoftheground will
by theground on thecorner postto hold it in the ground.The be reduced.
greater the fence tension force is with either the horizontal

FIg. 8. Design for a linestrainer using thediagonalstrainer design.
When using the diagonal strainer for a linestrainer, care must be
exercisednottoover-tension the brace wire andjackthe postout
ofthe ground.

When using the diagonal strainer as a line brace (Fig. 8),
care must be exercised not to over-tension the brace wires.
When the diagonal is used as a line strainer, and the brace
wires are over-tensioned,thevertical postcan bejacked out
oftheground.Forthis reason, thediagonalstrainermaynot be
as good a line brace as a horizontal brace with two brace
wires. However,when high-tensile, smooth wire is used,the
need for line bracesis reduced or eliminated.
There isanold Germanproverbthatsays, "Everythingthat
is good, is probably not new, and everything that is new, is
probably not good." This proverb applies to the diagonal
strainer. Thediagonal strainer design is not new as it wasin
use 50 years ago in South Dakota. It has also been used in
easternWashingtonand, toa limited extent, in NewZealand.

